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Abstract:

This paper presents a novel Siamese network architecture, as a variant of Resnet-50, to estimate the relative camera pose on multi-view environments. In order to improve the performance of the proposed model
a transfer learning strategy, based on synthetic images obtained from a virtual-world, is considered. The
transfer learning consist of first training the network using pairs of images from the virtual-world scenario
considering different conditions (i.e., weather, illumination, objects, buildings, etc.); then, the learned weight
of the network are transferred to the real case, where images from real-world scenarios are considered. Experimental results and comparisons with the state of the art show both, improvements on the relative pose
estimation accuracy using the proposed model, as well as further improvements when the transfer learning
strategy (synthetic-world data – transfer learning – real-world data) is considered to tackle the limitation on
the training due to the reduced number of pairs of real-images on most of the public data sets.

1

INTRODUCTION

Automatic calibration of the camera extrinsic parameters is a challenging problem involved in several computer vision processes; applications such as
driving assistance, human pose estimation, mobile
robots, 3D object reconstruction, just to mention a
few, would take advantage of knowing the relative
pose between the camera and world reference system.
During last decades different computer vision algorithms have been proposed for extrinsic camera parameters estimation (relative translation and rotation)
(e.g., (Faugeras et al., 1992), (Hartley, 1994),(Sappa
et al., 2006), (Liu et al., 2009), (Dornaika et al., 2011),
(Schonberger and Frahm, 2016), (Iyer et al., 2018),
(Lin et al., 2019)).
Classical approaches estimate the extrinsic camera parameters from feature points (e.g., SIFT (Lowe,
1999), SURF (Bay et al., 2006), BRIEF (Calonder
et al., 2012)), which are detected and described in
the pair of images used to estimate the pose (relative
translation and rotation) between the cameras. Theses
algorithms have low accuracy when they are unable to
find enough common feature points to be matched be-

tween the images.
During last years, convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have been widely used for feature detection
in tasks such as segmentation, images classification,
super resolution and patter recognition, getting better results than state-of-art (e.g., (Kamnitsas et al.,
2017), (Wang et al., 2016), (Rivadeneira et al., 2019)).
Within this scheme, different CNN based camera calibrations, on single and multi-view environments, have
been also proposed showing appealing results (e.g.,
(Shalnov and Konushin, 2017), (Charco et al., 2018)).
The single view approaches capture real-world environments by using a single camera that is constantly
moving around the scene that may contains dynamic
objects (i.e., pedestrians, cars). The challenge with
this approaches lies on the scenarios with moving objects, which change their position during the acquisition and could occlude different scene’s regions (features) at consecutive frames. This problem is not
present in multi-view approaches, due to the fact that
the scene is simultaneously captured from different
positions by different cameras, considering a minimum overlap of regions between the captured scenes.
Fig. 1 shows an illustration of these two scenarios.

Figure 1: Illustration of single and multi-view environments.

Although appealing results are obtained with
learning based approaches, they have as a main limitation the size of data set used for training the network, which becomes an important factor. In the particular case of extrinsic camera parameter estimation,
there are several data sets devoted for this task. Actually, some of them have been proposed for applications such as mapping, tracking or relocalization
(e.g., Cambridge (Kendall et al., 2015) and 7-Scene
(Shotton et al., 2013)). Unfortunately, most of these
data sets contain just a small number of images acquired by single view approaches. Trying to overcome this limitation, in (Aanæs et al., 2016), the authors have provided a multi-view data set, acquired
using a robotic arm, called DTU-Robot. Main drawback with this data set lies on the fact that an indoor and small scenario, containing few objects (e.g.,

toys, woods, cans), has been considered; transferring
knowledge from this scenario to real outdoor environments becomes a difficult task.
As mentioned above, the limited size of data sets
is a common problem in learning-based computer vision solutions. In some cases this problem has been
overcome by using virtual environments where data
sets are acquired (e.g., pedestrian detection (Vázquez
et al., 2014), image dehazing (Li et al., 2017), 3D object recognition (Jalal et al., 2019), optical flow estimation (Onkarappa and Sappa, 2015)). These virtual
environments allow generating an almost unlimited
set of synthetic images by rendered many times with
different conditions and actors (i.e., weather, illumination, pedestrian, road, building, vehicles). Another
appealing feature of synthetic data sets is related with
the lack of manual ground truth annotations required
in these scenarios. It allows saving time and resources
needed by annotation tasks.
In the current work, a CNN architecture is proposed to estimate extrinsic camera parameters by using pairs of images acquired from the same scene and
from different points of view at the same time. This
architecture is firstly trained using synthetic images
generated in a virtual world (i.e., a 3D representation
of an urban environment containing a lot of buildings
and different objects) and then its weights updated
using a transfer learning strategy using real data. A
Siamese network architecture is proposed as a variant
of Resnet-50. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2 previous works on relative
camera pose estimation are summarized; this is followed by Section 3, which presents the approach proposed for estimating extrinsic camera parameters and
a detailed description of the used synthetic data sets.
Experimental results are reported in Section 4 with
the results obtained when the network is just trained
with real-world data; comparisons with a previous approach are also presented . Finally, conclusion and
future work are given in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

During the last years, CNNs models have been used in
many computer vision tasks due to their capability to
extract features improving state-of-art results. In that
direction, some works have been proposed for camera
pose estimation from a single view approach. The authors in (Kendall et al., 2015) have proposed a CNN
architecture to regress the 6-DOF camera pose from
a single RGB image, being robust to indoors and outdoors environments in real time, even difficult lighting, motion blur and different camera intrinsics pa-

Figure 2: Siamese architecture feds with two images of the same scene captured at the same time from different points of
views. The regression part contains three fully-connected layers to estimate the extrinsic camera parameters.

rameters. The previous approach was updated with a
similar architecture and a new loss function to learn
camera pose in (Kendall and Cipolla, 2017). In (Shalnov and Konushin, 2017) the authors have proposed a
novel method for camera pose estimation based on the
scene’s prior-knowledge. The approach is trained on a
synthetic scenario where the camera pose is estimated
based on human body features. The trained network
is then generalized to real environments. On the contrary to previous approaches, in (Iyer et al., 2018) the
authors propose a self-supervised deep network to estimate the 6-DOF, rigid body transformation, between
a 3D LiDAR and a 2D camera in real-time. The approach is then used to estimate the calibration parameters that maximize the geometric of the input images
and point clouds.
On the other hand, just few works have been proposed to solve the camera pose estimation problem
in multi-view environments using CNNs. In (Charco
et al., 2018), the authors have proposed to use a
Siamese CNN based on a modified AlexNet architecture with two identical branches and shared weights.
The training process was performed from scratch with
a set of pairs of images of the same scene simultaneously acquired from different points of view. The
output of each branch is concatenated to two fully
connected layers to estimate the relative camera pose
(translation and rotation). Euclidean distance is used
as a loss function. In (En et al., 2018) the authors have
also proposed a Siamese Network with two branches
regressing one pose per image. GoogLeNet architecture is used to extract features and the pose regressor contains two fully connected layers with ReLU
activation. The quaternion is normalized during test
time. Euclidean distance and weighting term (β) are
used to balance the error between translation and ro-

tation. The authors in (Lin et al., 2019) have presented an approach based on Recurrent Convolutional
Neural Networks (RCNNs). They used the first four
residual blocks of the ResNet-50. The output of each
consecutive monocular image is concatenated to fed
the last block of the ResNet-50. Two RCNNs are
used, the first is fed by the concatenated output of two
consecutive images to two Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to find the correlations among images.
The second RCNN is fed from a monocular image to
LSTM and its output is reshaped to a fully connected
layer. Finally, both outputs are concatenated to obtain
the translation and rotation estimation.

3

PROPOSED APPROACH

This section details the two main contributions of current work. Firstly, the Siamese network architecture
proposed to estimate the relative pose between two
cameras, which synchronously acquire images of the
same scenario, is presented. The network takes as
an input a pair of images of the same scenario, captured from different points of view (position and rotation) (see Fig. 2) and estimate the relative rotation
and translation between the cameras. As mentioned
above, the second contribution of current work lies on
the strategy used to train the network. This strategy
consists of training the proposed network using a synthetic data set (outdoor environments acquired by using CARLA simulator (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017)) and
then transferring the knowledge of trained network in
virtual environment to a real-world. The proposed
transfer learning based strategy tackles the problem
of having a large data set for the training process.

lation (3×1) and rotation (4×1) respectively. Regarding the relative camera pose, the output of the last
residual block (fifth block) is used to feed to fc3 and
subsequently the two regressors used to estimate the
relative translation (3×1) and rotation (4×1) between
the given pair of images.
Relative camera pose is represented by two vectors: ∆p = [tˆ, r̂], where tˆ is a 3-dimensions vector that
represents the translation and r̂ is a 4-dimensions vector that represents the rotation (i.e., a quaternion). As
the image comes in the same context is reasonable
to build one model to train both components (translation and rotation) at the same time. Normally, the
Euclidean distance is used to calculate these components:
TGlobal (I) = t − b
t γ,
RGlobal (I) = r −

Figure 3: Training and testing processes.

3.1

Network Architecture

The proposed approach is a modified Resnet-50 (He
et al., 2016), which contains two identical branches
with shared weights up to the fourth residual block.
The last residual (fifth block) is fed by concatenating the output of the fourth residual block from each
branch. The architecture is composed with multiple residual units, bottleneck architecture consisting
of convolutional layers, batch normalization, pooling and identity blocks. The standard residual block
structure was modified by replacing RELUs with
ELUs as activation function. According to (Clevert
et al., 2015) ELU helps to speed up convergence and
to reduce the bias shift neurons, avoiding the vanishing gradient. Furthermore, the last average pooling
layer is replaced with a global average pooling layer.
Two fully connected layers are added after the fourth
residual blocks for each branch (left and right), fc1
and fc2, and after the fifth residual block an additional fully connected layer is also added fc3. The
global pose of each camera is predicted from the features extracted from the corresponding image, up to
fourth residual block, which are used to feed the fc1
or fc2. Each f ci has a dimension of 1024 followed
by two regressors, corresponding to the global trans-
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where t represents the ground truth translation and b
t
denotes the prediction. r is the ground truth rotation
and b
r denotes the prediction of the quaternion values.
The estimated rotation (i.e., the estimated quaternioin
values) is normalized to a unit length as kbbrrk . γ is L2
Euclidean norm.
The previous terms are merged according to a factor β, which is introduced due to the difference in
scale between both components (translation and rotation) to balance the loss terms (Kendall et al., 2015).
Hence, the general loss function, that includes both
terms, is defined as:
Lossglobal (I) = TGlobal + β ∗ RGlobal ,

(3)

setting the β parameter to the right value is a challenging task that depends on several factors related to the
scene and cameras. In order to find the best solution
(Kendall and Cipolla, 2017) propose to use two learnable variables called sbx and sby that acts as weight to
balance translation and rotation terms respectively—
with a similar effect to β. Hence, in the current work,
a modified loss function that uses sby as learnable variable is used:
LossGlobal (I) = TGlobal +(exp(b
sy )∗RGlobal + sby ). (4)
Each branch of the Siamese architecture estimates the global pose of the image. Additionally, by
connecting these branches together through the fifth
block the relative pose between the cameras is estimated; this relative pose is obtained as follow:
TRelative (I) = trel − b
trel

γ

,

(5)

b
rrel
RRelative (I) = rrel −
kb
rrel k

,

(6)

γ

where TRelative and RRelative estimate the difference between the ground truth (i.e., the relative one) and the
prediction of trained model (b
trel and b
rrel ). As b
rrel is directly obtained from network it has to be normalized
before. Equation (7) and Eq. (8) show how to obtain
trel and rrel .
trel = tC1 − tC2 ,

(7)

∗
rrel = rC2
∗ rC1 ,

(8)

where Ci corresponds to the pose parameters of the
(i) camera (i.e., rotation and translation) given by the
CARLA simulator; these parameters are referred to a
∗ is the conjugate quaterglobal reference system; rC2
nion of rC2 . Normalize the quaternion is an important
process before using Eq. (8). Finally, the loss function used to obtain the relative pose of two images is
defined as:
LossRelative (I) = TRel + (exp(b
sy ) ∗ RRel + sby ).

3.2

Table 1: Attributes and values for the two virtual cameras
in CARLA.
Attribute
image size x
image size y
sensor tick
fov

Value
448
448
1.0
100.0

(9)

Note that LossGlobal in Eq. (4) and LossRelative in
Eq. (9) are applied for different purposes. The first
one is used to predict global pose through each branch
of the trained model. While the second predicts the
relative pose by concatenating the Siamese Network
(see Fig. 2). The proposed approach was jointly
trained with Global and Relative Loss, as shown in
Eq. (10):
L = LossGlobal + LossRelative .

A workstation with a Titan XP GPU was used
for server execution due to the large amount of processing demanded by the CARLA simulator. The attributes and values used to configure the cameras in
CARLA simulator are shown in Table 1. The cameras
were attached to moving platform to allow navigation
through the virtual-world. Fifteen different types of
weathers are used to generate the set of pairs of images. All selected weather and their respective parameter settings are shown in Table 2.

(10)

Synthetic Data Set

This section presents the steps followed for the synthetic data set generation. Two open-source software
tools were used: CARLA Simulator (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2017) and OpenMVG (Moulon et al., 2016).
This first one, CARLA, is used for generating synthetic images from a virtual-world. It has been developed from the ground up to support the development,
training, and validation of autonomous urban driving
systems. The simulation platform supports the flexible specification of sensor suites and environmental
conditions (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017). The second
open-source software (OpenMVG) has been used to
estimate the overlap between a given pair of images.
It is designed to provide easy access to the classical
problem solvers in multiple view geometry and solve
them accurately.

Figure 4: Trajectory followed by the camera in CARLA
Simulator.

The trajectory followed by the cameras is shown
in Fig 4. It starts from the green point and moves
to left following the arrows until it ends at the same
green point where it starts. The pair of cameras
follow the aforementioned path while their relative
pose (relative position and orientation between them)
randomly changes at each time in the range x =
[−0.5, 0.5], y = [−0.5, 0.5], and z = [−0.5, 0.5], while
their relative orientation changes in the range roll =
[0, 12], pitch = [−5, 5], and yaw = [−5, 5] degrees,
these values were defined according to the scene and
building characteristics. Values outside these ranges
generate a pair of images with little overlap.
OpenMVG is used to obtain the list of pairs of images with an overlap higher than a give threshold. The
configuration options of OpenMVG has been set as
presented in Table 3. After running the OpenMVG
script, the pairs of images with an overlap higher than
the given threshold has been obtained, according to
the parameters mentioned above. The images are captured at the size of 448×448. The ground truth for the

Table 2: Attributes and values for the selected weathers.
Weather
Custom weather
Clear noon
Cloudy noon
Wet noon
Wet cloudy noon
Mid rainy noon
Hard rainy noon
Soft rain noon
Clear sunset
Cloudy sunset
Wet sunset
Wet cloudy sunset
Mid rain sunset
Hard rain sunset
Soft rain sunset

Cloudyness

Precipitation

0
15
80
20
80
80
90
70
15
80
20
90
80
80
90

0
0
0
0
0
30
60
15
0
0
0
0
30
60
15

Precipitation
deposits
0
0
0
50
50
50
100
50
0
0
50
50
50
100
50

Weather
Custom weather
Clear noon
Cloudy noon
Wet noon
Wet cloudy noon
Mid rainy noon
Hard rain noon
Soft rain noon
Clear sunset
Cloudy sunset
Wet sunset
Wet cloudy sunset
Mid rain sunset
Hard rain sunset
Soft rain sunset
Total

Table 3: Options available for OpenMVG script.

4
5
6

4

Option
Intrinsics analysis
Compute features
Compute matches
Do
Incremental/Sequential
reconstruction
Colorize Structure
Structure from Known
Poses (robust triangulation)

Sun
azimuth (ang.)
-90
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sun
altitude (ang.)
60
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Table 4: Data set and weather conditions.

global camera pose has been obtained from CARLA
simulator, while the relative camera pose is computed
from Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). Additionally, each pair
of images, and their ground truth camera pose (global
pose and relative pose), has been saved into TFRecord
file of tensorflow, for a better memory management
during training. A summary of the data set obtained
at the different weather conditions is presented in Table 4.
Order
1
2
3

Wind
intensity
0.00
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.40
1.00
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.40
1.00
0.35

Used
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Pair images
2545
1780
2002
1703
1232
1641
1323
1213
1136
1144
1450
1512
1672
1685
1346
23384

No
No

EXPERIMENTS RESULTS

As mentioned above, this paper has two main contributions. On the one hand, a new CNN based architecture is proposed for extrinsic camera parameter estimation; on the other hand, trying to overcome
limitations related with the reduced amount of data
provided in most of public data sets a transfer learning strategy is proposed. This strategy is based on the
usage of synthetic data generated using CARLA simulator (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017). Hence, this section
first presents details on the data set generation; then,
experimental results by training the proposed architecture with the ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cam-

bridge data set (Kendall et al., 2015) are depicted; and
finally, results obtained when the proposed transfer
learning strategy is used (i.e., first training the network on the synthetic data and then updating network
weights by keep training it with real data).
The proposed approach was implemented with
the TensorFlow library (Abadi et al., 2016) and
trained with NVIDIA Titan XP GPU and Intel Core
I9 3.3GHz CPU. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) is used to train the network with a learning rate
of 10−4 and batch size of 32. The sby is initialized with
-6.0 in all the experiments.

4.1

Training on Real Data

Using the strategy of transfer learning, all layers were
initialized up to the fourth residual block with the
weights of Resnet-50 pretrained on ImageNet and the
normal distribution initialization was used for the remaining layers. The network architecture was trained

Figure 5: (1st row) Images from the synthetic image data set generated by the CARLA simulator (they were captured at
different weather and lighting conditions. (2nd and 3rd row) Real-world images, ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge
data set respectively, used to evaluate the trained model.

on ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge data
set. As pre-processing data set, the images were resized to 224 pixels along the shorter side; then, the
mean value was computed and subtracted from the
images. For the training process, random crops of
224×224 pixels have been computed on the OldHospital data set; this results in a set of 5900 pairs of images, which were used to fed to the network. The
same process has been performed at 1300 pairs of images of ShopFacade data set. Both data set were used
to trained the network until 500 epochs, which approximately took 7 hours and 3 hours respectively.
The pre-processing mentioned above has been
also used during the evaluation phase. In the evaluation a set of 2100 pairs of images from the OldHospital and a set of 250 pairs of images from ShopFacade
have been considered. On the contrary to the training
stage, in this case a central crop is used instead of a
random crop. Since the relationship between the pair
of images is required for the training stage, both the
relative and the absolute pose were estimated.

4.2

Transfer Learning Strategy

This section presents details on the strategy followed
for transferring the parameters learned in a synthetic

data set to real images. The proposed architecture
was initialized as presented in Section 4.1. In this
case the training process was performed on the synthetic data set described in Section 3.2. Since the size
of synthetic images is 448×448 pixels, a resize up
to 224×224 pixels is performed; like in the previous
case, the average mean value is estimated and subtracted from each image. The synthetic data set contains 23384 pairs of images, which were used to fed to
the architecture. The training stage took about 5 hours
with 300 epochs. After the training process from the
synthetic images, learned weights were used to initialize all layers of proposed architecture, which is retrained and refined in an end-to-end way with realworld images.

4.3

Results

Experimental results obtained with the proposed network and training strategy are presented. Additionally, the obtained results are compared with a state-ofthe-art CNN-based method Pose-MV (Charco et al.,
2018) on ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge
data sets. Average median error on rotation and translation for both data sets are depicted on Table 5. Angular error and Euclidean distance error are used to

Table 5: Comparison of average median Relative Pose Errors (extrinsic parameters) of RelPoseTL with existing CNN models
on ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge data set.
State-of-the-art

RelPoseTL (Ours experiments)
Sythentic data
(Transfer Learning)

Pose-MV

Real data

ShopFacade
OldHospital

1.126m, 6.021o
5.849m, 7.546o

1,002m, 3.655o
3.792m, 2.721o

0.834m, 3.182o
3.705m, 2.583o

Average

3.487m, 6.783o

2.397m, 3.188o

2.269m, 2.882o

Scene / Models

Figure 6: Comparisons on rotation error between Pose-MV
and the proposed RealPoseTL on ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge data set.

Figure 7: Comparisons on translation error between PoseMV and the proposed RealPoseTL on ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge data set.

5
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
The first one is used to compute the rotation error between the obtained result and the given ground truth
value using the 4-dimensional vector (quaternion).
The second one is used to measure the distance error between the estimated translation and the corresponding ground truth (3-dimensional translation vector). The proposed approach obtains more accurate
results on both translation and rotation in both data
sets. The average median translation error improves
by 32% the results obtained by RelPoseTL(Real Data)
with respect to the results obtained with Pose-MV
(both approaches trained with the same real date); this
improvements reaches up to 35% when the proposed
transfer learning strategy is considered. With respect
to average median rotation error, the results obtained
with the proposed RelPoseTL (Real Data) improves
by 53% the results obtained with Pose-MV; this improvements reaches up to the 58% when the proposed
transfer learning strategy from synthetic data is considered. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the comparisons between the proposed approach and Pose-MV on ShopFacade and OldHospital of Cambridge data set. The
results with large translation and rotation errors correspond to pairs of images with large relative motions
between them (see Fig. 8).

CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the challenging problem of estimating the relative camera pose from two different
images of the same scenario, acquired from two different points of view at the same time. A novel deep
learning based architecture is proposed to accurately
estimate the relative rotation and translation between
the two cameras. Experimental results and comparisons are provided showing improvements on the obtained results. As a second contribution of this paper a training strategy based on transfer learning from
Synthetic data is proposed. This strategy is motivated by the reduced amount of images on the data
sets provided to train the network. The manuscript
shows how features extracted from large amounts of
synthetic images can help the estimation of relative
camera pose in real-world images. The proposed architecture has been trained both, by only using real
images and by using the proposed transfer learning
strategy. Experimental results show that the proposed
transfer learning approach helps to reduce error in the
obtained results (relative rotation and translation). Future work will be focused on extending the usage the
synthetic images data set, by increasing the data set
with others outdoor multi-view environments, including different virtual simulators. The goal of this future
work is to reach the state-of-the-art results without using a transfer learning strategy. Additionally, different

Figure 8: Challenging scenarios, pairs of images from
points of view with large relative rotation and translation.

models based on CNNs will be considered.
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